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1. Industry‐Academia Integration



1. Industry‐Academia Integration

MIT has an Industrial Liaison Programme which is considered to be a very 
effective model for effective technology transfer from academic research 
to industrial innovation 



2. Bridging the gap between 
Industry/Academia/Profession



Scientific endeavour - Industrial production

Exact Sufficient

Theoretical Practical

Slow pace Fast pace

Deep  Shallow

Questions Answers



Balancing: & the best of both worlds

Using industrial problems, 
know-how and experience 
to develop science

Using science to 
develop understanding 
that can be used to solve 
industrial problems



Innovation

“The capability to innovate
and respond to 

unexpected change is 
crucial to the 

competitiveness and 
flexibility that ensures an 
organisation’s long term 
survival and prosperity”



3. Promoting our profession



NAE Grand Challenges











Future Water – Transdisciplinary themes



Future Water: FranschhoekWater Hub

Research, demonstration and training centre



African Centre for Cities

Recreating the city of Cape Town



African Centre for Cities

Recreating the city of Cape Town



Future Energy

Hydrogen Fuel Cells
Perovskite Solar Cells

Renewables



Input into the National Integrated Energy Plan 



Social Responsiveness: Design‐build projects

Water Platforms in Imizamayethu

World Design Capital 2014: 
Dignified places for water collection, washing & play.



Supporting Entrepreneurs: Why Nut? 



Nyasha Mawungwe



Curriculum transformation



Introduction to protest



Thank you



Our Vision
Vital facutly
Our vision is that the Faculty of Engineering & the Built Environment will become 
not only a vital faculty within the University of Cape Town but the place where 
the latest research and relevant technologies are spearheaded and 
supported.

Outstanding graduates
We strive to develop outstanding graduates and scholars, academics and 
researchers who are able to think beyond the obvious and are mindful of the 
bigger picture - men and women with international stature who have sound 
technical knowledge, who are professional and contribute to society and 
address socioeconomic challenges and issues through their work.

Benefit society
Through close ties with other universities and institutions on the continent and 
abroad, we aim to extend networks, increase knowledge and further our 
purpose of creating knowledge and developing expertise that ultimately 
benefits society and delivers tangible solutions to the critical issues facing our 
world.



Scarce skills



Successes and challenges

UCT, Cape Town and the Faculty of 
Engineering and the Built Environment 


